* We would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for several valuable comments, not only on the individual chapters, which were communicated to the authors for their response, but also on this introductory essay, which has been enriched by their suggestions for further broadening the discussion beyond the consideration of the immediate contents of the volume.
1 The Founding Fathers of the United states considered elective monarchy as the basis for their constitution (stourzh, Alexander Hamilton, 38) , and the debate continues as to the extent, and desirability, of presidential "kingly power": see e.g., schlesinger Jr. For those who lived under kings in the ancient and medieval periods, both in Europe and the Middle East, these were pressing issues. clearly, different cultures produced different ways of responding to the questions and very different solutions. In order to explore some of the issues relating to kingship, this current volume presents papers that consider kingship in a variety of periods and in a range of political contexts, from achaemenid Iran of the sixth century Bc to medieval Europe and safavid Iran of the sixteenth to seventeenth centuries.5 The connecting link (and the conceptual impetus) behind much of this lies in Iranian history, which is both the starting and ending point of the volume. The initial sub-title under which the conference presentations were assembled was "from alexander to the King of Kings" and reflected not only the interests of the convenors but also the supposition that the ancient world became a common root for both medieval Iran and medieval Europe. But apart from the obvious chronological reversal (the earliest King of Kings predating alexander), it quickly became clearer as the discussion took shape that alexander's and indeed the greeks' formative encounter with kingship was with the Iranian kingship of the achaemenids and their founding figure, cyrus the great, and it was cyrus rather than alexander who became the exemplar of the ideal ruler. Except, ironically, in Iran, where the memory of cyrus and the achaemenids was lost to history until the nineteenth century,6 and it was their distant successors, the sasanians, who became 5 The volume arises out of a conference held in cambridge in september 2008 and the work of those able to attend. several of the presentations have not been included in this volume and nor have additional chapters been commissioned to fill some of the more obvious gaps (rome, Byzantium). The Byzantine world was represented by Florentina Badalanova's paper, "Envisaging the Ideal ruler: st constantine the great in slavia Orthodoxa". 6 see e.g. amanat, "Legend, Legitimacy and Making a national narrative", esp. 327-33; also below, n. 26.
